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MAXI ORBIT
SETTING NEW STANDARDS FOR THE ORBITAL MACHINES
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Ignition
Safety button against 
accidental ignition

Adjustable handle
Lever to adjust handle 
inclination easily

Protection of hands
Closed handle to 
protect hands 

Water regulation
Lever regulating amount 
of water to be used on the 

surface

18l tank
Spacious, removable, 
shock-proof, acid-proof

Handle joint

Large wheels
ø25cm rubber wheels, 
non-marking, resistant to 
abrasion and loads, for 
easier transport.

Compact frame
Varnished and treated to 
resist over time and the 
corrosion of chemical 
agents

Bumper
Non-marking rubber band, 
resistant to chemical 
agents17” Pad holder

Standard velcro pad holder 
ø430mm.

Oscillating body
Oscillating system mounted 
on vibration-proof support 

Aluminium rod
Longer lasting

Robust and reliable

Handle
For easy lifting

Motor sizes
Motors from 1500W max 
and 3000W max

Minimum noise
Only 55 dbA 

Ergonomic handle
For a comfortable hold
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The Maxi Orbit series machines combine two mechanical movements: orbital and rotational. The combination of these two 
movements causes vibrations that can easily perform cleaning, polishing, de-waxing, micro- polishing jobs, on different surfaces 
like carpeting, PVC, linoleum, stoneware, parquet, marble and natural stone.
The combined orbital and rotation movements enable fast, effortless cleaning; the vibrations take the dirt upwards so the pad can 
capture it without having to use aspirators or chemical products. 
In crystallization, de-waxing and micro-polishing jobs, the roto-orbital movement makes the job easy and not too tiring. The 
double movement considerably reduces machine attrition with surfaces, with no loss of efficiency and lower power consumption.

ROTO-ORBITAL SYSTEM

€ ECONOMIC SAVINGS
The roto-orbital system of the Maxi Orbit series consumes less energy and the double mechanical movement 
drastically reduces the consumption of chemical products saving a lot of money. 

WATER SAVINGS
The roto-orbital Klindex systems saves a considerable quantity of water on jobs performed on any type of surface. 
This feature makes Maxi Orbit machines “eco-friendly”.

TIME SAVINGS
The combined rotational and orbital movements reduce cleaning and polishing times needed. With Maxi Orbit you 
get the best results in less time with minimum effort.

The Maxi Orbit movement causes thousands 
of vortexes on the tool drawing the dirt 
upwards. These orbital vibrations provide 
unequalled cleaning on any surface.

Carpet brushes

Pad

1400 rpm
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STABILITY
Thanks to its roto-orbital movement, Maxi Orbit offers excellent performance 
while simultaneously maintaining great stability and uniquely simple manoeu-
vrability, a level of quality that allows the machine to be used by inexperienced 
operators or others with no particular physical strength.

MAXI ORBIT ADVANTAGES

VERSATILITY
Thanks to its manoeuvrability and versatility, Maxi Orbit is the ideal machine to 
be used on any surface and in any place.
Maxi Orbit is indicated to reach narrow spaces, flush with walls, and allows 
operators to work with the handle at any inclination.

CRYSTALLIZATION
The roto-orbital movement makes Crystallization fast and easy. The double ro-
tational/orbital movement drastically reduces machine attrition on surfaces to 
be crystallised, making the job light and easy to do for inexperienced operators, 
guaranteeing an impeccable, professional result.

MANOEUVRABILITY
The Maxi Orbit is excellent to manoeuvre even if used with its wheels raised. This 
position means work pressure can be increased and allows the operator to work 
easily on narrow surfaces like steps and stair landings.

EXTRA WEIGHTS
If work pressure has to be increased, the Maxi Orbit can be equipped with a 
maximum of 4 weights weighing 5 kg each. 

REST POSITION
The head of the Maxi Orbit can be lifted by 90°; a position recommended when 
the machine is not working and to avoid any alterations to the pad left under 
the pad holder.
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Grinding and sanding parquet Oil finishing for parquet with raised wheels

De-waxing linoleum, PVC and rubberCleaning and polishing gres

Crystallization Micro-grinding of natural stone

Shampooing fitted carpeting and rugsCleaning fitted carpeting and rugs
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Roto-Orbital single brush
MAXI ORBIT

Maxi Orbit, the advanced professional multi-purpose single brush which makes it easy and quick working on all surfaces.
Suitable for treatments such as • polishing, • de-waxing, • crystallization • light grinding on marble, concrete, stone, parquet, 
terracotta and stoneware, Maxi Orbit is also ideal for cleaning delicate surfaces such as carpets and rugs.
The oscillating head adapts to all surfaces and allows to work easily even on uneven surfaces minimizing user fatigue. The great 
number of accessories and the big wheels on the ground make working simple and efficient. Thanks to its high-frequency oscillations
roto-orbital principle, Maxi Orbit amazes for the excellent stability and manoeuvrability making the crystallization operations with 
steel wool fast, easy and effortless. The robust and compact chassis, the reinforced rod’s ergonomic handle, the large wheels, its 
low weight and the release system of the main components (optional), make of the Maxi Orbit a strong machine very easy to carry.

Compact design Extra weights 6Kg each (optional) Handle for an easy lifting

TECHNICAL DATA

Model
Motor
Watt max

Volt Hertz Speed
Working 
width

Liquid 
tank

Dimensions
WxHxD cm

Weight

Maxi Orbit 1500 1500 230 50 1400 rpm 430mm (17”) 18 lt 70x43x128 40 Kg

Maxi Orbit 3000 3000 230 50 1400 rpm 430mm (17”) 18 lt 70x43x128 52 Kg

Watch the VIDEO
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TECHNICAL DATA

Model
Motor
Watt max

Volt Hertz Speed
Working 
width

Vacuum 
tank

Dimensions
WxHxD cm

Weight

Maxi Orbit Sander 1500 1500 230 50 1400rpm 430mm (17”) 18 lt 70x43x128 52 Kg

Maxi Orbit Sander 3000 3000 230 50 1400rpm 430mm (17”) 18 lt 70x43x128 54 Kg

Maxi Orbit Sander is the professional, innovative and multi-functional single-brush that makes working on all surfaces quickly and 
easily. The oscillating head adapts to all surfaces and allows for easy manoeuvres also on uneven surfaces, thereby minimising 
operator fatigue. Countless accessories available and the large wheels resting on the ground allow for the work to be simple and 
efficient. Thanks to the roto-orbital principle with high-frequency oscillations, Maxi Orbit is surprising for its excellent stability and 
manoeuvrability. The robust and compact frame, the ergonomic handle with reinforced rod, the large wheels, the light weight and 
the release system of the main components (optional) make Maxi Orbit a durable machine but also one that is easy to transport. 
Thanks to its roto-orbital movement, Maxi Orbit offers excellent performance while simultaneously maintaining great stability and 
uniquely simple manoeuvrability, a level of quality that allows the machine to also be used by inexperienced operators or others 
with no particular physical strength. Thanks to the roto-orbital technology you can even work in homes with old electrical systems 
because the machine consumes less power than a traditional single-brush. Excellent not only for parquet but also for treatments 
and washing brick, carpet, marble, etc.

Very easy to use

Reduced maintenance

Low power consumption

Low dust dispersion

Roto-Orbital sanding machine 
with integrated dust extraction

MAXI ORBIT SANDER

Vacuum connection Velcro pad holder and sandpaper Double sand paper



Your local distributor:

Klindex s.r.l. SS 5 Tiburtina valeria km209+200 · Manoppello (PE) Italy | Tel +39 085 859 546 · Fax +39 085 8599 224 | www.klindex.com · info@klindex.com

KlindexDemo
Calling the number +39 085 859546 it is possible 
to book a demonstration at your headquarters or 
your working site.

Klindex® always close to its customers!
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ACCESSORIES

SANDPAPER (140MM/5,5”)

140024 Sandpaper grit 24

140036 Sandpaper grit 36

140060 Sandpaper grit 60

140080 Sandpaper grit 80 

140100 Sandpaper grit 100

140050C Ceramic Sandpaper grit 50

FLOOR PADS (430MM/17”)

30171 White pad

30172 Green pad

30173 Black pad

30175 Red pad

30177 Brown pad

30176A Discolux M43

30176B Discolux M56

30173HD Superblack HD

DOUBLE SANDPAPER (430MM/17”)

430016 Double Sandpaper grit 16

430024 Double Sandpaper grit 24

430036 Double Sandpaper grit 36

430060 Double Sandpaper grit 60

LIQUID TANK & VACUUM KIT

SE4501 Liquid tank Lt. 18

AP1201S Vacuum kit Cpl

MAXIORBIT BRUSHES (430MM/17”)

43010 Steel brush

430021 Standard brush

43013 Polishing brush

43012 Soft brush for carpets

43008 Winnex brush

SUPERCLEAN (430MM/17”)

605174 Superclean 

KING CONC (430MM/17”)

30400 King Conc 0

30401 King Conc 1

30402 King Conc 2

30403 King Conc 3

30404 King Conc 4

SUPERSHINE SOFT (430MM/17”)

30371K Kit Supershine Soft

30371 Supershine Soft 1

30372 Supershine Soft 2

30373 Supershine Soft 3

30374 Supershine Soft 4

SUPERSHINE PLUS & SPONGELUX (430MM/17”)

30178K Kit Supershine Plus

30178 Supershine Plus 1

30179 Supershine Plus 2

30180 Supershine Plus 3

33097 Spongelux 4

EXTRA WEIGHT

PG983 6 kg extra weight

DOUBLE VELCRO PAD HOLDER (140MM/5,5”)

UT91201 Double velcro pad holder

SPLASH GUARD

AP026001 Splash guard

MESH DISC (430MM/17”)

430060R Mesh disc grit 60

430080R Mesh disc grit 80

430120R Mesh disc grit 120 

430220R Mesh disc grit 220

PAD HOLDER FOR SANDPAPER (430MM/17”)

45027MAXIORB Pad holder for sandpaper

PAD HOLDER FOR FLOOR PADS (430MM/17”)

430011 Pad holder for floor pads

MICROFIBRE DISC (430MM/17”)

04230 Microfibre disc

KIT SPRAY JET

CM051401 Kit complete of: tank, pump, nozzle and 
battery charger 


